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I - INTRODUCTION
MEDABOTS IS A MULTIPLAYER CARD GAME THAT
INVOLVES

BATTLES

BETWEEN

ROBOTS

AND

IS

HOUSED ON THE BLOCKCHAIN
WHY IS MEDABOTS DIFFERENT FROM THE OTHER CRYPTO GAMES:

Gameplay

There is a fun combination of battle cards that

The game is free to play, with the ability to

will give the user the ability to create dynamic

earn rewards! There is also the capability of

strategies, which make the possibilities

earning additional rewards based on the

endless. Users will be able to create their own

ownership of Medabots NFTs. Although

robots with their own statistics which will help

ownership of NFTs will help to earn more

maximize their strengths, defenses, or

rewards, the additional NFTs will increase also

additional features.

the overall power of the Medabots team.

Exquisite art design

Our team is comprised of talented and highly
experienced artists such as Paul Sirats
(concept art in Mad Max), Julen Urrutia
(character artist in Marvel –Spiderman-),
Xabier Urrutia (character artist in Axis Studios
–League of Legends-), Carlos Ortiz (concept art
in Blizzard), David Puertas (3D Modeler for
Naruto), Adriana Uriguen (3D Animator in
Skydance), Victor Soto (3D Animator in
Skydance) o Lush (VFX artist in Tem Tem)
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Free to play

Economy

Medamon will be used to purchase NFTs on
the marketplace, mint new NFTs, and to
reward players in the game.

II - GAMEPLAY
FIRST TIME PLAYING:
The ﬁrst step in the game will be to play the Adventure. Once the player collects three robots
they will be able to play online against each other.
Any robot that can be obtained in Adventure mode can also be purchased on the
marketplace. The NFT pieces bought on the marketplace can have the exact same statistics as
the ones earned in Adventure mode. The diﬀerence between them is the earning potential of
NFT pieces, which can yield higher rewards. This means that if you are willing to purchase
three robots in the marketplace you can start playing directly on the multiplayer modes!

ROBOT & ROBOT FAMILIES:
The robots are created with pieces. You need a piece of each part of the body in order to create a
robot, pieces from diﬀerent families cannot be combined in the same robot.

Here is a full robot setup, each piece gives two cards creating your deck of cards.
●

Core

●

Right arm

●

Left arm

●

Legs

HUMANOID
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FLYING

SPIDERS

ROBOT STATISTICS:
●

HP: If the robots health points reaches 0, it will die.

●

Attack: The cards have a base damage that increases depending on the robot’s attack
statistic.

●

Defense: The cards have a base shield value that increases depending on the robot’s
defense statistic.

●

Speed: Determines the order in which the robots attack.

This statistics will be aﬀected by multiple factors:
Families for example determine the maximum statistics for each piece:
●

Humanoids
Humanoids are the starting family of the game, they are the most balanced family
there is.

●

Flyers
When it comes to the ﬂyers, we start seeing a bit of diﬀerentiations for the statistics.
They tend to have higher damage output and speed but they will be defeated easily
since their HP and defenses are lower than average.

●

Spiders
This family is easily recognisable since they will creep with their multiple legs. Spiders
tend to have high numbers for HP and a slightly higher speed but their defense and
damage are reduced.

MAX

LIFE

ATTACK

DEFENSE

SPEED

Humanoids

100

100

100

100

Spider

120

80

90

110

Flying

80

120

80

120

The pieces have minimum and maximum statistics depending on the robot’s family. When a
robot is created, that robot’s stats are calculated by adding up the statistics of all its pieces.
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RARITIES & PROBABILITY:
RARITY POSSIBILITIES
Common

54%

Uncommon

30%

Rare

10%

Epic

5%

Legendary

1%

The piece’s rarity increases the chance of its stats
being at maximum levels. Each piece is associated
with a card, except for the core pieces, which have
two associated cards.
In the game there are two basic types of pieces:
●

Basic Pieces

●

NFT Pieces

When playing the game, users can earn MON and
Basic Pieces but they can’t earn marketplace-valued
NFT Pieces.
New players get a basic robot for free, composed of
Basic Pieces.
When a new piece is generated in the game (Basic
Piece) or minting it in the marketplace (NFT Piece) its
rarity and stats are decided with a random algorithm,
but the rarer the piece is, the higher the chance of its
stats being at maximum levels.
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Basic Pieces are generated in the game and can’t be
exchanged or sold.

RARITIES & PROBABILITY:

Basic Pieces can be earned in two ways:
-

Playing the Adventure mode

-

Exchanging them for Scraps, which can be gained in
Multiplayer

NFT Pieces will be minted or created in the marketplace by
paying with MON (Medamon). In order to use them in the
game, you will have to link an email and password to the
wallet you used to buy those NFTs, and use that email to log
in to the game. However, if you already have an account in
the game, you can link that account to that wallet. This can
be done in the proﬁle section of the game webpage.
Every year, the NFT Pieces become slightly more powerful,
and an additional 0.5% is added to their stats.

1 year

2 years

3 years

10 years

0.5%

1%

1.5%

5%

This means that a piece that was minted 10 years ago would
increase its stats by 5%. This is something that won’t cause
an imbalance in the game, but something that gives
collectors and users an incentive for the longevity of their
pieces.
LIMITED EDITION PIECES
The company will sometimes create special edition NFTs, and
the income will support the future development of the
project. These NFTs can be unique pieces and/or sometimes
celebrity robots. This means that these pieces will only exist
as NFT Pieces and never as Basic Pieces.
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THE CARDS

CARDS & DECK CREATION:
Each piece that makes up a robot
has a card associated except the core
piece which will have 2 cards. Once
the battle starts, a deck of cards will
appear with 2 copies of each card for
each piece, except for the core cards
where there will only be one copy.
Each robot has 4 pieces, which will
result in 8 cards per robot. Two
diﬀerent cards for the Core and two
same cards for each other piece. This
means the initial deck will have 24
cards in total.
There are three types of cards:
●

Attack (Red Cards)

●

Power (Yellow Cards)

●

Defense (Blue Cards)

The power and defense cards will
have an immediate eﬀect while
attack cards will be executed during
the ﬁght phase (see Gameplay Loop to
see the phases).
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GAMEPLAY LOOP
Each team will be formed by at least one robot up to three.

GAMEPLAY GUIDE FIGHT
1
2

3

4

1.

Initiative Bar: The initiative bar shows the order of the action that will take place
during the ﬁght phase. For every attack card played there will be an icon below each
initiative slot

2.

HP Bar: The HP of the robots is displayed in this bard and it will decrease as the
enemy attacks and deals damage to your robots. You can press the HP bard and the
icons below to see the current state of the robot and the eﬀects being applied to it

3.

Shield: Some cards will provide shield for the robots and it will be used to withstand
damage and protect the HP of the robots. The shield of the robots will be reset every
turn unless an eﬀect maintains it.

4.

Energy: Each turn, every player gets a number of energy points to play cards. When a
card is played its energy cost is deduced from the remaining energy.
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GAMEPLAY GUIDE FIGHT

8
6
7
5

5.

Draw Deck: Tap on the draw deck to view all remaining cards to be drawn. At the
beginning of each turn, a number of cards will be randomly drawn from the deck to be
played. If the draw deck gets empty them all cards from the discard deck will go back to
the draw deck.

6.

Cards: For each robot present in the team you will get to draw random cards from the
total of cards left in the draw deck. To play a card drag it upwards and to wack an
expanded version just tap on them. If some of the cards can’t be played they will
appear in a shadowed state.

7.

Discard Deck: Tap on the discard deck to view all cards that have been played. If they
draw deck empties, then all cards in the discard deck will go back to the draw deck.

8.

Fight Phase: Press the ﬁght button to play all attack cards and defeat the enemies!
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PHASES
USER PREPARATION:
Once you have chosen a gamemode,
you will be placed in a ﬁght. The ﬁght
is separated in diﬀerent phases. First
you will chose your cards and
prepare your robots, some cards will
have eﬀects on later phases of the
cards and other will be directly
played.
During this phase you won’t be
seeing the cards that your opponent
has played.

ENEMY PREPARATION:
This is the turn where you will see
what cards your opponent used, but
still no damage will be dealt to each
other. If for example attack cards
have been played, these ones would
go to the initiative bar, where the
order is decided by the speed of the
robots.

FIGHTING PHASE:
The ﬁghting phase is where the
attack cards are activated. The order
of the cards and how they will be
played depend on the order of the
initiative bar.
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CURRENTLY IN THE GAME THERE ARE
THREE GAME MODES.

TRAINING

GAME MODES

ADVENTURE
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MULTIPLAYER

●

Adventure: you can earn Basic Pieces by beating AI
opponents in 30 diﬀerent levels with increasing
diﬃculty. Once you beat the Adventure, a new
Challenge Mode will be unlocked with even higher
diﬃculty.

●

Training: you can test your team ﬁghting against
random robots.

●

Multiplayer: there are three diﬀerent multiplayer
modes
○

Free to Play: you can earn fragments, which
are required to play in The Real Deal

○

The Real Deal: every match requires fragments
to play. If you win you can earn Scraps, which
can be exchanged for pieces.

○

Play to Earn: you need to purchase Crystals on
marketplace to be able to play P2E matches. A
victory with the crystal can yield diﬀerent
amounts of MON as rewards, depending on
how many NFT robots you use.

THE CRYSTAL
If you lose a battle in the multiplayer mode, your
crystal will break and you won’t be able to play until
you spend more crystals, which you can buy by paying
with MON.
Crystals can be bought in the marketplace at the
exchange rate of 1 MON = 3 crystals. This amount
might vary in the future, as well as the rewards are
given.
Every time you win a battle using a crystal, you earn
extra MON, depending on how many complete NFT
robots (robots with all four parts being NFTs) you use
in your team:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

0 complete NFT Robot: 0.30 MON
1 complete NFT Robots: 0.31 MON
2 complete NFT Robots: 0.32 MON
3 complete NFT Robots: 0.33 MON

EARNING BASIC PIECES
When you win a battle in the adventure mode you can earn a basic piece. When you
win a battle in Multiplayer, you will earn Scraps, which you can exchange for pieces.
When you win and earn a piece you can always choose between 3 pieces with the
same rarity.
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III - ECONOMY
TREASURY
There is a treasury that houses the MON that will be used to reward the players
that win multiplayer games. The treasury works with MON and is ﬁlled with the
following transactions:
●

NFTs Minting

●

Commission for the purchase and selling of NFTs in the marketplace

●

1% of every transaction done with MON.

Unlike other economic models that are based on inﬁnite token emissions in
order to pay the players in the game, MON has limited maximum liquidity to
keep up with the reward payments. All of these tokens will come directly from
the treasury and ﬁlls up with the user’s tokens which will avoid inﬂation because
no new tokens will be produced.
We have developed diﬀerent containment mechanisms to regulate the rewards
that are granted to the players in the game. Depending on the treasury size it
won’t be possible to grant more rewards than the treasury can bear because the
rewards will decrease or increase depending on the size of it.
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MEDAMON (MON)
Medamon (MON) is a token ERC-20 based in the network
BSC. There is a maximum supply of 80.000.000 (eighty million)
that have already been minted! No more can be minted out.
Medamon contract:
0x52b7C9D984EA17E9EE31159Ca3FfF3790981B64A
Unlike other games in which the amount of tokens is increased
to be able to give more rewards to the players, MON always has
the same amount and it is not necessary to create new ones
from scratch since the rewards come from the same treasury.
This is a big diﬀerence from other games and will make the
long-term price of MON relatively protected by not having to
ﬂuctuate due to having to create new units in order to give
rewards.

ECONOMY

WHAT WILL BE USED FOR?
MON is used for:
●
●
●

Creating new NFTs inside the marketplace.
Purchasing the NFTs from other players in the
marketplace.
Receiving rewards in the game.

Every transaction made with MON will have a dedicated
1% to the development of the project and another 1% to
the treasury.

MON TOKENOMICS
PRESALE

19

COMPANY RESERVE

10

R&D

10

MARKETING

10

AIRDROP
EXCHANGERS

18

GAME TREASURY

30

LAWYERS
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IV - FAQ

CAN WE MAKE A ROBOT MIXING BASIC AND PRO
PIECES?
Yes, but you earn extra MON if you have robots whose
parts are all NFTs.

CAN WE MAKE A TEAM MIXING
ROBOTS WITH NFT AND BASIC
PIECES?
Yes.

WHY WOULD I WANT AN NFT
PIECE?
Because you earn more MON
when you end in qualifying
positions in the league, and also,
your team will be more powerful.
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V - ROADMAP
2017
Development of
MEDABOTS
begins

MAY - 2022

JUL - 2022

Marketplace

Play-to-earn
Launch

FEB 2022
Full Adventure Mode
Launch

JUN - 2022
Multiplayer Launch
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VI - THE TEAM
We have the best ﬁgures in the industry in our development and art team.

CHIEFS

Professionals who have worked on Spiderman, Madmax and LOL, among others, are giving
everything to achieve a unique product that is diﬀerent from anything that has been seen in
NFT gaming.

Kevin Comadran

Paul Sirats

CEO / Creative Director

Executive Producer

Oscar González

Salva Verdugo

CTO

CMO

Jorge Alemán

PRODUCTION

Product Manager

Paula Estévez

Yvonne Comadran

Co-producer & HHRR

Head of Public Relations

Alejandro Barbas

Pedro André Miranda

Co-producer &

Advisor

UX Lead
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ART DIRECTOR
GAME DESIGN
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Rafa Teruel
Art Director

Omar Rinaz
Game Designer

Francisco Vega
Game Designer

Eva Rodríguez

Senior UX/UI Designer

Illustrator and Concept
Artist

Iria Iglesias

Raquel Arellano

Senior UX / UI Designer

Illustrator and Concept
Artist (2D)

David Otálora

Carlos Ortiz

Concept Artist

Lead Concept Artist

Jonne Guerra

David Gau

Character Designer

Senior Concept Artist

ART

Aida Puigdellivol

Joshua Cairós
Illustrator & Concept Artist
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DEVELOPMENT

David Rodríguez

Dani Moreno

Backend Lead

Game Developer Lead

Alex Corcia

James Wang

Game Developer

Senior Unity Developer

Ara Espinar

Jose Maeso

Game Developer

Backend Developer

Ismael González
Game Developer

Multiplayer VR/XR Game
Project Developer

Fernando Pérez

Bas Smith

Senior Programmer, University
Professor & Unity Expert

Game Developer

Jose Luis López
Game Programmer
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Rafael Fernández

Fernando Zaﬀaroni
Game Battle & Eﬀect
Developer

3D

Alex Roijals

Ane Escudero

3D Modeler

3D Artist

David Puertas

Hector Bonada

3D Artist

3D Modeler

Josu Martín
3D Modeler

Sergi Bigordá
3D Modeler Lead

Vladimir Kogay
3D Modeler

Xabier Urrutia
3D Artist

Julen Urrutia
3D Artist

Fabio García

ANIMATORS

3D Animator Lead

Zoltan Zahórszki
3D Animator
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Javier de Manuel

3D Animator

3D Animator

ANIMATORS

Vladimir Agache

Oihane Abete

Guitarist, singer, songwriter,
producer

NARRATIVE

Unai Iglesias

Alex Maldonado
Narrative Design

Ernesto Sánchez

Luis Quesada Marcos

Rigger

Rigger

Javi Ballesteros

Cris

VFX Lead

VFX Artist

Xiao

Juan Fernández

VFX Artist

VFX Artist

VFX

RIGGER

MUSIC

3D Animator
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Ana Otero

Attorney

Lawyer

BLOCKCHAIN TEAM

LEGAL TEAM

Christian Duran

Joan Saula
Grant Thornton Legal Team

Leandro Ramo
Blockchain Solidity Developer

Fabian Lencina
Blockchain Developer & Data
Analyst, specialized in smart
contract audits

Jaime Pascual
Blockchain Developer
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MEDABOTS
Build your own Medabots and participate in
worldwide tournaments of Medabattles. Come
and discover the Medabots Universe!
CONTACT INFO
https://medabots.game
info@medabots.game
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